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In [2] we investigated the spectrum of a random gl,tph (symmetric matrix). In 
the present paper we are going to show that the results of [2] carry over to 
non-symmetric random (Q, 1) matrices (directed graphs), namely the largest 
eigenvalue is of order n, while the other eigenvalues xre of order n 1’2fF (E > 0 
arbitrary). The method used also applies in the symmetric case. 
Let A, = (aij) be an n X n matrix whose entries me, for i # j, indepen- 
dent identically distributed random variables, 
P(&j = l)==p* P(u+=O)=q=l-p. 
Assume further that aii E 0. If A = A(n) denotes 
for any E > 0 we hcxlje 
A 
i-p =O(U “‘+’ j in probubi!ity. 
Le. for my 6 >O 
the largest eigenvdve cf A,,, then 
P 
A ! (\ i -- p >i3n-1’2+f -_,O as n-m. n ) 
Since A,, has non-negative entries, according to theorems of Perron and 
nius, the eigtnvalue A with the largest absolute value is u 
positive, and so are the coordinates of the corresponding (one-sided) eiger vector 
Ql ‘1 
min 
1s iSn i 
UijsAs max 
7- 
’ clij. 
1 SiSbr i‘fl 
f we apply, for fixed i, t 
version of Chebyshev’s inequality), we get 
ity (sometimes called the Won 
2 I\Iort 
Hence 
2. Let A, be a random matrix as in Theorem I. Let II = u(n) be the 
eigenuector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue A, nomed in such a way that 
max,,,,,, Ui = 1. Then for any e > 0 we have 
Iy~S,,( 1 - ui) = ~(n-“~+~) in probability. 
oaf. Set min rcl%n U, = U,;,, maxl<iKn U, = U _- max = 1 (we also think of min as the 
index i of the minima1 Ui). For a given E >O we write 
f??=m(E)= c 1, 
u,<l-n-l’z+p 
Let us fix (independently of E) two positive numbers kl and k2 such that 
O<k,<p,q<k,=&k,. 
Fix now E > 0. For any particular realization of the matrix A,, we have one of the 
following three possibilities: 
(a) m > k2n, 
(b) k,n s m s k2n, 
(cl m < k,n. 
In case (a) WC have 
>, = ~~nd,,a,.L(I-n-1’2tE)~(n-~~)dmax2 . - 
, =- 1 
Hence 
max.1 
~n(d,,,,-hln)c=d,,,-A/n 
myB- 1/2+F -- k2.+2t-F 
The numerator on t’ne right-hand side is, by Thec;rem I, of order o( .-e1’2+e’2) in 
probability, whence 
d max. 1 = o( tP’2j in probabilitv I - 
The probability of this last event, however, tends to zero, by the condition 
m>k,n>qn. 
n case (b), let i be an index for which 
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Then 
AU_ = 2 U,iUi s md,.,( 1 - TV “2+F)+(.-m)d,z 
j=l 
whence 
ndi_Aui (d,-A/n)i-(A/n)(l--ui) 
di.Lsmn -I,*+~~- 
k,n -“2+F * 
The first term in the numerator is of order ~(n-“~+“*) by Theorem 1, and SO is 
the second term by the choice of i. 
Thus di,l = O( IZ e-F’2) in probability. 
If the number 
of those indeces i is at least k, n, then A,, has a submatrix of size kin x k p rz in 
which the density of ones approaches zero. This is of negligible probability. If, 
however, 
i.e. ~($E)z= k2n, then we are back to case da). 
The majority of realizations is thus of type (c). In this case 
whence 
()z - m)d,i”,2( 1 - n-“‘+‘) 
U*in a , 
(A - tld,i”) l t. (n - m)d,i”.T * 
Since m < k,n, i.e. n - m > k2n > qn, for some (fixed) (Y X) we have 
d min.2 >(Y in probability. 
Thus the above denominator does not vanish. 
1 _ n--1;2+F 
4nin 2 
1 + (A/n - dr~~i~~)/k2~ a 1 - r1 
l/2+21- irt probability. 
. Let A,, be as in Theorem I. and fix a posihe E XL Therz fh 
eigenuahm dl 
probability. 
. e largest eigenvaiue, u = (u,) a 
IIMXlsjsn Uj = 1, the corresponding left and rig 
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values of the matrix 
A 
Bn = A,, -(u, v) uvT 
(T siands for transpose) are zero, and those of A,, (except h). 
Let us decompose B, as follows E3, = C, + D, + E, --F,, where 
Cn = (Cij), Cij = aij - Pv 
Dn = (dij), dij = P - A/U, 
FVl = (fij), fij =&l-&v,). 
7 
Let j$ denote the L2 norm of matrices. Then 
n-112-E 
IF II 
A 
, = 
n 
p2-En p_n =,p2-"0(n-'12te,2) 
I I 
= o(p-E12) in prabability. 
t2-1/2-E 
p#s .--l’2-En n 
- !u, v) 6 n l/2_& 
n - n(l _o(n-112+912))2 
-- 
b, v) n(l-o(n - 1’2+E’2J)2 
, ,2_E 20( n+2+p’2) 
Cn’ 
k/4 
= o( n-E/z) in probability. 
Al!,>0 
Yl -112-F IIF II < 
-112-E 
n --n Jn2(1_(l _o(n-v2+'/2))Tii5 
Qz “2-E2o( n-1’2+E’2) = o(tP2) in probability. 
For estimating /Cnll we will use the following theorem. -. 
* Let A, = (aij) b e an n x n random matrix :yitk i.i.d. random entries for 
i f j. Assume that Eaii = 0, and that all moments of thf enkes are finite. Set qi = 0. 
Then for the largest (in absolute value) eigenvalue k = X(h) we have Ial= oCdt2+&) 
in probability (E > 0 arbitrary). 
We use the same ideas as in [l-3]. 
S=A,A;. If ,u,z+~~~~G~~ ,, a c) are tile G:igenva!ues of S, then lhl s 
A 
,n =n 
-k-l 
CLk 
i=l 
n n 
__ . . . - 
i,=l il, = 1 j,=l jk = 1 
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Let us split the above sum into subsums 
n 
.n =n 
I=1 
where IV! contains those products in which exactly I different indices occur. 
Let us estimate, for given I, the expected value of these products. 
Since there are (‘/) sue index-sers, we have for 1 s k 
lim n-k33Vl = 0 
n- 
On the other hand, at most k + 1 different indices can occur, ctherwise noi1 all 
indices occur twice, and the expected value will vanish. 
Hence we get ECrz, pk=O(nk+‘), and Epk=O(nk”). 
This, in turn, implies 
P((hl b n “*+Y < P(pi > n k +2kF) = O( n ‘- 2kF) = o( 1) 
if k has been chosen sufficiently lerge. 
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